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Abstract

We introduceULDBs: relational databases that adduncertaintyandlineageof the data as first-class
concepts. The ULDB model underlies theTrio system under development at Stanford. We describe the
ULDB model, then presentTriQL, our SQL-based query language for ULDBs. TriQL’s semantics over
ULDBs is defined both formally and operationally, and TriQL extends SQL with constructs for query-
ing lineage and confidence values. We also briefly describe our initial prototype Trio implementation,
which encodes ULDBs in conventional relations and automatically translates TriQL queries into SQL
commands over the encoding. We conclude with research directions for ULDBs and the Trio system.

1 Introduction

In the Trio project at Stanford, we are developing a new kind of database management system (DBMS): one
in which data, uncertaintyof the data, and datalineageare all first-class citizens in an extended relational
model and SQL-based query language. In an earlier paper [Wid05], we motivated the need for these three
aspects to coexist in one system and detailed numerous potential applications including scientific and sensor
data management, data cleaning and integration, information extraction systems, and others. For examples in this
paper we use a highly simplified “crime-solver” application with just two base tables:Owns(owner,car) and
Saw(witness,car) , capturing (possibly uncertain) car ownership information and crime-vehicle sightings.

We call the type of relational database managed by Trio aULDB, for Uncertainty-Lineage Database. To the
best of our knowledge, ULDBs are the first database formalism to integrate uncertainty and lineage. In the rest
of this section we briefly motivate the concepts and survey related work.

Uncertainty. Uncertainty is captured by tuples that may include severalalternativepossible values, with op-
tional confidencevalues associated with each alternative. For example, if a witness saw a vehicle that was a
Honda with confidence 0.5, a Toyota with confidence 0.3, or a Mazda with confidence 0.2, the sighting yields
one tuple in tableSawwith three alternative values. Furthermore, the presence of tuples may be uncertain, again
with optionally specified confidence. For example, another witness may have 0.6 confidence that she saw a
crime vehicle, but if she saw one it was definitely an Acura. Based on alternative tuple values and confidences,
each ULDB represents multiplepossible instancesof a database.

∗This work was supported by the National Science Foundation under grants IIS-0324431 and IIS-1098447, and by a grant from the
Boeing Corporation.
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Lineage. Lineage, sometimes calledprovenance, associates with a data item information about its derivation.
Broadly, lineage may beinternal, referring to data within the ULDB, orexternal, referring to data outside the
ULDB, or to other data-producing entities such as programs or devices. As a simple example of internal lineage,
we may generate a tableSuspects by joining tablesSawandOwnson attributecar . Lineage associated with
a value inSuspects identifies theSawandOwnsdata from which it was derived. A useful feature of internal
lineage is that the confidence of a value inSuspects can be computed from the confidence of the data in its
lineage.

As an example of external lineage,Owns may be populated from various car registration databases, and
lineage can be used to connect the data to its original source. Many varieties of lineage are discussed in [Wid05].
In this paper we focus on simple internal lineage.

Queries. We will present a precise semantics for relational queries over ULDBs in Section 2, and in Section 3
an operational description of our SQL-based query language that conforms to the semantics. Intuitively, the
result of a relational queryQ on a ULDBU is a resultR whose possible instances correspond to applyingQ
to each possible instance ofU . Internal lineage connects the data in resultR with the data from which it was
derived, as in theSuspects join query introduced in the “Lineage” discussion above. Confidence values in
query results are defined in a standard probabilistic fashion.

TriQL (pronounced “treacle”), Trio’s query language, adapts SQL to our possible-instances semantics in a
straightforward and natural manner. TriQL also includes simple but powerful constructs for querying lineage
(e.g., “find all witnesses contributing to our suspicion ofJimmy ”), querying uncertainty (e.g., “find all high-
confidence sightings”), or querying both together (e.g., “find all suspects whose lineage contains low-confidence
sightings or ownerships”).

Prototype. In our initial prototype, Trio is built on top of a conventional relational DBMS, although as we
delve more into storage, access method, and query optimization issues, we are likely to work more and more
inside the system. Currently, we encode ULDBs as conventional relations, with a two-way translation layer
so users can view and manipulate the ULDB model without being aware of the encoding. TriQL queries are
translated automatically to SQL commands over the encoding, and the translation is not difficult or complex.
Confidence and lineage are queried through simple built-in functions and predicates. Furthermore, lineage
enables confidence values in query results to be computedlazily, a noteworthy feature of our approach. The
prototype is described in more detail in Section 4.

1.1 Related Work

Our initial motivation to pursue this line of research, described in [Wid05], was followed by an exploration of the
space of models for uncertainty with an emphasis on usability [DBHW06], and more recently a study of several
new theoretical problems in this space [DNW05]. We subsequently added lineage to uncertainty, proposing and
formalizing ULDBs in [BDHW05]. These papers all contain more extensive discussion of related work than we
have room for here.

There has been a large body of previous working studying representation schemes and query answer-
ing for uncertain databases, including but certainly not limited to [AKG91, BGMP92, BP82, BP93, FR97,
Gra84, Gra89, IL84, LLRS97, Var85]. A recent paper [BDM+05] describes a system for handling impreci-
sions in data, and the same research group has made considerable progress in query answering for probabilistic
databases [BDM+05, DMS05, DS04, DS05].

Data lineage was introduced for a scientific data visualization system [WS97], and has been studied for
conventional relational databases, e.g., [BKT01, BKT00, BKT02], and for data warehouses, e.g., [CW00, CW03,
CWW00]. References [BCTV04, CTV05] describe a recent system being developed around data provenance
(lineage).
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2 ULDBs: Uncertainty-Lineage Databases

We present the ULDB model primarily through examples. A more formal treatment appears in [BDHW05].
ULDBs extend the standard SQL (multiset) relational model with: (1)alternatives, representing uncertainty
about the contents of a tuple; (2)maybe(‘?’) annotations, representing uncertainty about the presence of a tuple;
(3) numericalconfidencevalues optionally attached to alternatives and ‘?’; and (4)lineage, connecting tuple
alternatives to other alternatives from which they were derived. We next discuss each of these four constructs,
then we define the semantics of relational queries on ULDBs.

2.1 Alternatives

ULDB relations are comprised ofx-tuples(and therefore are calledx-relations). Each x-tuple consists of one or
morealternatives, where each alternative is a regular tuple over the schema of the relation. For example, if a
witness Amy saw either a Honda, Toyota, or Mazda, then in tableSawwe have:

(witness, car)

(Amy,Honda) || (Amy,Toyota) || (Amy,Mazda)

This x-tuple logically yields threepossible instancesfor tableSaw, one for each alternative. In general, the
possible instances of an x-relationR correspond to all combinations of alternatives for the x-tuples inR. For
example, if a second tuple inSawhad four alternatives, then there would be 12 possible instances altogether.

Clearly the x-tuple above can be represented more naturally with attribute-level instead of tuple-level uncer-
tainty. Using set notation to denote “one of” we could write:

witness car

Amy {Honda,Toyota,Mazda }

As in [DBHW06, Wid05], we call this attribute-level construct anor-set. Or-sets can be a convenient compact
representation for x-tuples, e.g., for readability or for space-efficient storage, and we plan to support them in
Trio for these reasons. However or-sets are less expressive than x-tuples: If a tuple contains or-sets in multiple
attributes, the alternatives of the x-tuple it represents are all possible combinations of the values in each of the
or-sets, i.e., dependencies across attributes cannot be expressed using or-sets.

2.2 ‘?’ (Maybe) Annotations

Suppose a second witness, Betty, thinks she saw a car but is not sure. However, if she saw a car, it was definitely
an Acura. In ULDBs, uncertainty about the existence of a tuple (more generally of an x-tuple) is denoted by a
‘?’ annotation on the x-tuple. Betty’s observation is thus added to tableSawas:

(witness, car)

(Amy,Honda) || (Amy,Toyota) || (Amy,Mazda)
(Betty,Acura) ?

The ‘?’ on the second x-tuple indicates that this entire tuple may or may not be present (so we call it amaybe
x-tuple). Now the possible instances of an x-relation include not only all combinations of alternatives, but
also all combinations of inclusion/exclusion for the maybe x-tuples. ThisSaw table has six possible instances:
three choices for Amy’s car times two choices for whether or not Betty saw an Acura. For example, one
possible instance ofSaw is the two tuples(Amy,Honda),(Betty,Acura) , while another instance is just
(Amy,Mazda) .
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2.3 Confidences

Numericalconfidencevalues may be attached to the alternatives of an x-tuple. Suppose Amy’s confidence in
seeing a Honda, Toyota, or Mazda is 0.5, 0.3, and 0.2 respectively, and Betty’s confidence in seeing a vehicle is
0.6. Then we have:

(witness, car)

(Amy,Honda):0.5 || (Amy,Toyota):0.3 || (Amy,Mazda):0.2
(Betty,Acura):0.6 ?

In [BDHW05] we formalize an interpretation of these confidences in terms of probabilities. (Other interpre-
tations may be imposed, but the probabilistic one is the current default for Trio.) Thus, ifΣ is the sum of
confidences for the alternatives of an x-tuple, then we must haveΣ ≤ 1, and ifΣ < 1 then the x-tuple must have
a ‘?’. Implicitly, ‘?’ is given confidence(1 − Σ) and denotes the probability that the tuple is not present.

Now each possible instance of an x-relation itself has a probability, defined as the product of the confidences
of the alternatives and ‘?”s comprising the instance. It can be shown that for any x-relation: (1) The probabilities
of all possible instances sum to 1; and (2) The confidence of an x-tuple alternative (respectively a ‘?’) equals
the sum of probabilities of the possible instances containing this alternative (respectively not containing any
alternative from this x-tuple).

An important special case of ULDBs is when every x-tuple has only one alternative with a confidence
value that may be< 1. This case corresponds to the traditional notion of probabilistic databases, as in, e.g.,
[BGMP92, CP87, DS04, LLRS97]. For simplicity in subsequent discussions we assume each ULDB includes
confidences on all of its data or none of it, although “mixing and matching” is generally straightforward.

2.4 Lineage

Lineage in ULDBs is recorded at the granularity of tuple alternatives: lineage connects an x-tuple alternative to
other x-tuple alternatives.1 Specifically, we define lineage as a functionλ over alternatives, such thatλ(t) gives
the set of alternatives from which the alternativet was derived.

Consider again the join ofSawandOwnson attributecar , followed by a projection onowner to produce
a tableSuspects(person) . Let column ID contain a unique identifier for each x-tuple, and let(i, j) denote
thejth alternative of the x-tuple with identifieri. Here is some sample data for all three tables, including lineage
for the derived data inSuspects . For example, the lineage of Jimmy’s presence in tableSuspects is the
second alternative of tuple 51 in tableSaw, together with the second alternative of tuple 61 in tableOwns.

ID Saw (witness, car)

51 (Cathy,Honda) || (Cathy,Mazda)

ID Owns (owner, car)

61 (Jimmy,Toyota) || (Jimmy,Mazda)
62 (Billy,Honda)
63 (Hank,Honda)

?

ID Suspects (person)

71 Jimmy
72 Billy
73 Hank

? λ (71,1) ={ (51,2), (61,2)}
? λ (72,1) ={ (51,1), (62,1)}
? λ (73,1) ={ (51,1), (63,1)}

1Recall we are considering only internal lineage in this paper. We expect that many types of external lineage will also be recorded at
the tuple-alternative granularity, although for some lineage types coarser granularity will be more appropriate [Wid05].
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Figure 1: Relational queries on ULDBs.

An interesting and important effect of lineage is that it imposes restrictions on the possible instances of a
ULDB. Consider the derived tableSuspects . Even though there is a ‘?’ on each of its three tuples, not all
combinations are possible. If Billy is present inSuspects then alternative 1 must be chosen for tuple 51,
and therefore Hank must be present as well. Jimmy is present inSuspects only if alternative 2 is chosen for
tuple 51, in which case neither Billy nor Hank can be present. Note that choosing alternative(51, 2) does not
guarantee Jimmy’s presence inSuspects , since tuple 61 has a ‘?’. Roughly speaking, a tuple alternative is
present in a possible instance if and only if all of the alternatives in its lineage are present, although the actual
constraints are somewhat more complex; see [BDHW05] for details.

In summary, once we add lineage, not all combinations of alternatives and ‘?’ choices correspond to valid
possible instances. The above ULDB has six possible instances, determined by the two choices for tuple 51
times the three choices (including ‘?’) for tuple 61. Note that arbitrary lineage functions may not “work”
under our model—consider for example a tuple whose lineage (directly or transitively) includes two different
alternatives of the same x-tuple. In [BDHW05] we formally definewell-behavedlineage and show that internal
lineage generated by queries is always well-behaved. Under well-behaved lineage, the possible instances of an
entire ULDB correspond to the possible instances of the “base” data (data with no lineage of its own), as seen
in the example above. Now, with well-behaved lineage our interpretation of confidences carries over directly:
combining confidences on the base data determines the probabilities of the possible instances, just as before. We
will discuss confidences on derived data in Section 4.

2.5 Relational Queries

In this section we formally define the semantics of any relational query over a ULDB. Trio’s SQL-based query
language is presented in Section 3. The semantics for relational queries over ULDBs is quite straightforward
but has two parts: (1) the possible-instances interpretation; and (2) lineage in query results.

Refer to Figure 1. Consider a ULDBD whose possible instances areD1,D2, . . . ,Dn, as shown on the
left side of the figure. If we evaluate a queryQ on D, the possible instances in the result ofQ should be
Q(D1), Q(D2), . . . , Q(Dn), as shown in the lower-right corner. For example, if a queryQ joins x-relations
SawandOwns, then logically it should join all of the possible instances of these two x-relations. Of course we
will not actually generate all possible instances and operate on them, so a query processing algorithm follows
the top arrow in Figure 1, producing a ULDB query resultQ(D) that represents the possible instances.

In our model, a query result is more than just a set of x-tuples:Q(D) contains the original x-relations ofD,
together with a newresult x-relationR. Lineage fromR into the x-relations ofD reflects the derivation of the
data inR. This approach is necessary forQ(D) to represent the correct possible instances in the query result,2

and to enable consistent further querying of the original and new x-relations. Our example in the previous sub-
section withSuspects as the result of queryQ = πowner(Saw ./ Owns) demonstrates the possible-instances

2Technically, the possible instances in the lower half of Figure 1 also contain lineage, but this aspect is not critical here; see
[BDHW05] for formal details.
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interpretation and lineage from query result to original data; details are left as a useful exercise for the reader.
The lineage of tuples in query results can be defined in different ways, as explored in other work [BKT01].

So far, we have considered a class of queries (subsuming SPJ queries and union, formally defined in [BDHW05])
for which the lineage is straightforward: every result tuple alternativet identifies a unique combination of base
tuple alternatives from whicht was derived.

3 TriQL: The Trio Query Language

In this section we describeTriQL, Trio’s SQL-based query language. Except for built-in functions and predicates
for querying confidence values and lineage, TriQL uses the same syntax as SQL. However, the interpretation of
SQL queries must be modified to reflect the semantics over ULDBs discussed in the previous section.

In this paper (and in our current implementation), we limit ourselves to single-block queries without aggre-
gation orDISTINCT . Thus, the general form of a TriQL queryQ is:

SELECT attr-list [ INTO new-table ]
FROM X1, X2, ..., Xn
WHERE predicate

As an example, our join query producingSuspects is written in TriQL exactly as expected:

SELECT Owns.owner as person INTO Suspects
FROM Saw, Owns
WHERE Saw.car = Owns.car

If we execute this query as regular SQL over each of the possible instances ofSawandOwns, as in the lower
portion of Figure 1, it produces the expected set of possible instances in its result. More importantly, following
the operational semantics of TriQL given next, this query produces a result tableSuspects , including lineage
to tablesSawandOwns, that correctly represents those possible instances.

3.1 Operational Semantics

We provide an operational description of TriQL by specifying direct evaluation of an arbitrary TriQL query
over a ULDB, corresponding to the upper arrow in Figure 1. Consider the generic TriQL query block above.
Let schema(Q) denote the compositionschema(X1) ] schema(X2) ] · · · ] schema(Xn) of the FROMrelation
schemas, just as in SQL query processing. Thepredicate is evaluated over tuples inschema(Q), and the
attr-list is a subset ofschema(Q) or the symbol “* ”, again just as in SQL.

The steps below are an operational description of evaluating the above query block. As in SQL database
systems, a query processor would rarely execute the simplest operational description since it could be woefully
inefficient, but any query plan or execution technique (such as our translation-based approach described in
Section 4) must produce the same result as this description.

1. Consider every combinationx1, x2, . . . , xn of x-tuples inX1, X2, . . . ,Xn, one combination at a time, just
as in SQL.

2. Form a “super-tuple”T whose alternatives have schemaschema(Q). T has one alternative for each com-
bination of alternatives inx1, x2, ..., xn.

3. If any ofx1, x2, . . . , xn has a ‘?’, add a ‘?’ toT .

4. Set the lineage of each alternative inT to be the alternatives inx1, x2, . . . , xn from which it was con-
structed.
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5. Retain fromT only those alternatives satisfying thepredicate . If no alternatives satisfy the predicate,
we’re finished withT . If any alternative does not satisfy the predicate, add a ‘?’ toT if it is not there
already.

6. If we are operating on a ULDB with confidences, either compute the confidence values forT ’s remaining
alternatives and store them (eager confidence computation), or set the confidence values toNULL (lazy
confidence computation). See Section 4 for further discussion.

7. Project each alternative ofT onto the attributes inattr-list , generating an x-tuple in the query result.
If there is anINTO clause, insertT into tablenew-table .

We leave it to the reader to verify that this operational semantics produces theSuspects result table shown
with example data in Section 2.4, and more generally that it conforms to the formal semantics given in Section 2.

3.2 Querying Confidences

TriQL provides a built-in functionconf() for accessing confidence values. Suppose we want ourSuspects
query to only use sightings having confidence> 0.5 and ownerships having confidence> 0.8. We write:

SELECT Owns.owner as person INTO Suspects
FROM Saw, Owns
WHERE Saw.car = Owns.car AND conf(Saw) > 0.5 AND conf(Owns) > 0.8

In the operational semantics, when we evaluate thepredicate over the alternatives inT in step 6,conf(Xi)
refers to the confidence associated with thexi component of the alternative being evaluated. Note that this
function may trigger confidence computations in the lazy case.

3.3 Querying Lineage

For querying lineage, TriQL introduces a built-in predicate designed to be used as a join condition. If we include
predicatelineage (R,S) in theWHEREclause of a TriQL query with x-relationsR andS in its FROMclause,
then we are constraining the joinedR andS tuple alternatives to be connected by lineage. For example, suppose
we want to find all witnesses contributing to Hank being a suspect. We can write:

SELECT Saw.witness INTO AccusesHank
FROM Suspects, Saw
WHERE lineage(Suspects,Saw) AND Suspects.person = ’Hank’

In the WHEREclause,lineage(Suspects,Saw) evaluates to true for any pair of alternativesx1 andx2

from Suspects andSawsuch thatx1’s lineage includesx2. Of course we could write this query directly on
the base relations if we remembered howSuspects was computed, but thelineage() predicate provides a
more general construct that is insensitive to query history.

With the addition of derived x-relationAccusesHank , we now have two layers of lineage: from
AccusesHank to Suspects , then fromSuspects to the base x-relations. In general, over time a ULDB
may develop many levels of lineage, so we also have atransitive lineagepredicate:lineage* (R,S) evaluates
to true for any pair of alternativesx1 andx2 from R andS such that there is a “path” via lineage fromx1 to
x2. This predicate introduces some interesting evaluation issues. Our current prototype keeps track of lineage
structure and uses it to translatelineage*() into joins with lineage() predicates.

As a final TriQL example incorporating both lineage and confidence, the following query finds persons who
are suspected based on high-confidence ownership of a Honda:
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SELECT Owns.owner INTO HighHonda
FROM Suspects, Owns
WHERE lineage(Suspects,Owns) AND Owns.car = ’Honda’ AND conf(Owns) > 0.8

4 Current Implementation

Our first-generation Trio prototype, which is up and running, is built on top of a conventional relational DBMS:
ULDBs are represented in relational tables, and TriQL queries and commands are rewritten automatically into
SQL commands evaluated against the representation.

The core system is implemented in Python and presents a simple API that extends the standard Python
DB 2.0 API for database access (Python’s analog of JDBC). The Trio API supports TriQL queries instead of
SQL, query results are cursors enumerating x-tuple objects instead of regular tuples, and x-tuple objects provide
programmatic access to their alternatives, including confidences and lineage. The first application we built using
the Trio API is a generic command-line interactive client, similar to that provided by most DBMS’s.

We are currently building on thePostgresopen-source DBMS. However, we intentionally rely on very few
Postgres-specific features, so porting to any other DBMS providing a DB 2.0 API should be straightforward. The
next two sections describe our representation of ULDBs as conventional relations, and our rewrite techniques
for query processing.

4.1 Representing ULDBs as Relations

Let R (A1, . . . , An) be an x-relation with lineage and possibly confidences. We store the data portion ofR as a
conventional table (which we also callR) with three extra attributes:R (aid , xid , conf , A1, . . . , An). Each
alternative in the original x-relation is stored as its own tuple inR, with a unique identifieraid . The alternatives
of each x-tuple have the same x-tuple identifier,xid . Finally, conf stores the confidence of the alternative,
with three special values:NULL denotes that the alternative’s confidence has not yet been computed (but can
be computed from the alternative’s lineage);−1 denotes that the alternative does not have a confidence value
but its x-tuple has a ‘?’;−2 denotes that the alternative does not have a confidence value and its tuple does not
have a ‘?’. If an alternative hasconf = −1 then so must all other alternatives with the samexid ; similarly for
conf = −2.

The lineage information for each x-relationR is stored in a separate tablelin:R (aid1 , table , aid2 ),
whose tuples denote thatR’s alternativeaid1 contains alternativeaid2 from tabletable in its lineage. Here
is an example of an encoded ULDB corresponding to a subset of the data from Section 2.4, with confidence
values added toSaw for illustrative purposes only:

Saw
aid xid conf witness car

11 51 0.8 Cathy Honda
12 51 0.2 Cathy Mazda

Owns
aid xid conf owner car

21 61 -1 Jimmy Toyota
22 61 -1 Jimmy Mazda
23 62 -2 Billy Honda

Suspects
aid xid conf person

31 71 -1 Jimmy
32 72 -2 Billy

lin:Suspects
aid1 table aid2

31 Saw 12
31 Owns 22
32 Saw 11
32 Owns 23
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The Trio implementation does not require all relations to have uncertainty or lineage—conventional relations
can coexist with x-relations, and they can be queried together. Currently, a single Trio metadata catalog keeps
track of which relations include uncertainty, and records the general structure of the lineage present in the
database, i.e., which x-relations include lineage to which other x-relations.

4.2 Query Processing

The Trio system evaluates TriQL queries by translating them into SQL operations over the representation de-
scribed in the previous section. Consider a TriQL queryQ whose result is to be stored in a new x-relationR.
Q is rewritten into a queryQr executed against the actual database.Qr ’s result is post-processed in order to
group alternatives into the x-tuples represented inR, and to generate the lineage tablelin:R. Confidence values
for result tuples are computed separately, possibly not until they are requested by the user or application. We
detail each of these phases next, then describe how Trio producestransientresults for queries without anINTO
clause.

Query Rewriting. Consider one last time a variant on our favorite join query producingSuspects :

SELECT Owns.owner as person INTO Suspects
FROM Saw, Owns
WHERE Saw.car = Owns.car AND conf(Saw) > 0.5

This query is translated to the following SQL queryQr, shown with a sample query result:

CREATE TABLE Suspects AS
SELECT newOid() as aid, NULL as xid, NULL as conf,

owner as person,
Saw.aid as Saw_aid, Saw.xid as Saw_xid,
Owns.aid as Owns_aid, Owns.xid as Owns_xid

FROM Saw, Owns WHERE Saw.car = Owns.car AND conf(Saw) > 0.5

aid xid conf person Saw aid Saw xid Owns aid Owns xid

32 NULL NULL Billy 11 51 23 62

The translation of queries withlineage() predicates requires joining in the correspondinglin tables in the
expected way; details are omitted.

Post-processing. Next, the Trio engine processes the result table obtained from the translated queryQr as
follows. Each step is performed by simple, automatically-generated SQL commands.

1. New xid’s are generated for thexid column, to group the alternatives in the result into x-tuples. Recalling
the operational semantics from Section 3.1, we can use a simpleGROUP BYquery on the xid’s of the
original tuples (Saw xid andOwns xid in our example) and a sequence to generate the new xid’s.

2. The lineage information—aid values with table names—is moved to a separate newly-created table
(lin:Suspects in our example).

3. The data needed for steps 1 and 2 (attributesSaw aid , Saw xid , Owns aid , andOwns xid in our
example) are removed from the query result table by dropping the corresponding columns.

4. Metadata information is added to the Trio catalog about the new tableSuspects , and the fact that it was
derived fromSawandOwns.
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Computing Confidences. Lastly, we discuss confidences on query results—their definition and their com-
putation. For the class of queries we have considered so far, a simple definition is enabled by lineage: The
confidence of a tuple alternativet in a query result is the product of the confidences of the base tuple alternatives
in λ∗(t), whereλ∗ denotes the transitive closure ofλ. For example, ifHank in tableSuspects was derived
from a 0.8 confidenceSawalternative together with a 0.5 confidenceOwnstuple, thenHank has confidence 0.4.
This definition is consistent with our possible-instances semantics and the standard interpretation of probabilistic
databases.

The fact that confidences can be computed via lineage enables us to compute and store confidence values
lazily if we wish to do so—if an application typically does not use confidence values, or uses them very selec-
tively. Of course we can also compute confidenceseagerlyduring query execution; both options were presented
in our operational semantics (Section 3.1). Many optimizations are possible for computing confidences, and
new challenges arise when we extend the class of queries considered. This area constitutes an important avenue
of current work, as mentioned in the next section.

Transient Query Results. So far in this section we have assumed query results are to be stored in a newly-
created table. Trio also supports conventional (transient) query results, when theINTO clause is omitted: Trans-
lated queryQr now sorts its result by the xid’s of the original x-tuples, and is executed via a cursor instead of
writing its result into a table. Trio returns a cursor forQ to its client. As the client iterates through theQ cursor,
x-tuple objects (with lineage) are generated on-the-fly by iterating through the cursor for the sortedQr result.

5 Current and Future Directions

• Theory: There is a great deal of theoretical work to do on ULDBs. Effectively, nearly every topic con-
sidered in relational database theory can be reconsidered in ULDBs. Examples include (but are certainly
not limited to) dependency theory and database design, query containment and rewritings, and sampling
and statistics. We are attempting to address the most interesting and relevant of these problems.

• Confidences:We are currently exploring various algorithms and optimizations when computing confi-
dences lazily, such as memoization and pruning the lineage traversal. We are also studying the fundamen-
tal tradeoffs between lazy and eager computation of confidences.

• Updates: The formal query semantics and TriQL language presented here are query-only. We are in the
process of considering updates: identifying and formally defining an appropriate set of primitive update
operations for ULDBs, and exposing them in SQL-like data modification commands.

• Queries: Our current Trio prototype supports only single-block “SPJ” queries. While some additional
query constructs simply require additional programming, other constructs—such as duplicate elimination,
aggregation, and negated subqueries—require more complex definitions and implementation of lineage.
We also plan to add richer constructs for querying uncertainty, including “top-K” style queries based on
confidence, and “horizontal” queries that aggregate or perform subqueries across tuple alternatives.

• Storage, Auxiliary Structures, and Query Optimization: The ULDB model introduces new options and
tradeoffs in data layout, along with new possibilities for indexing, partitioning, and materialized views,
and new challenges for query operators and optimizations. To fully explore many of these topics we will
need to move our prototype away from its translation-based approach and begin custom implementation
inside a DBMS.

• Long-Term Goals: There are several important features in the original Trio proposal [Wid05] that we
have barely touched upon but remain on our agenda: Continuous uncertain values such as intervals and
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Gaussians, incomplete relations, versioning, and various types of external lineage. In addition, the intro-
duction of uncertainty and lineage introduces new challenges in both human and programmatic interfaces.

• Applications: Needless to say, a most important long-term goal is to deploy a wide variety of applications
on the Trio system to test its functionality and scalability. We also may develop specialized versions of
Trio with restricted and/or extended functionality suited to specific applications, such as for sensor data
management or data integration.
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